
Share House Ad 

HELLO!! 
 
“My friend, Sorj, and I sense God calling us to set up a new creative, Christian, LGBTI inclusive houseshare this 
January/February, in the inner/outer north. 
 
Once we have four housemates the weekly amount should be around $150-$200, but there may be some time that it’s three 
housemates before finding a fourth in which the cost is more like $200-$250 per week. 
 
We’re inspecting houses with extra room for creative space, a garage/workshop for carpentry and messy projects, 2 bathrooms, 
some garden space and up to date kitchen and air con. 
 
We hope to set up a caring, peaceful and communicative household where we could share meals from time to time and share 
creative time and space together, pray/worship/bible study with one another at times and potentially host dinner/creative parties 
from time to time and have family over. 
 
A bit about each of us: 
 
Danyelle, 42 yrs, I have a slow paced life, work part time caring for 
children and fill the rest of my time with nieces and nephews, 
creativity like pottery, song writing, poetry, sewing, listening to 
music, enjoying my cat, walks and hanging out with housemates. I 
love both socialising and time to myself. I’m a quite positive 
presence and deep thinker. 
 
Sorj, also 42yrs, I am a professional costume maker specialising in 
leather armour, I also make giant creature puppets and dabble in 
fashion. In my spare time I love making unusual furniture, playing 
PS4, landscaping/gardening,die hard sci fi nerd. like Danyelle I too 
love socialising but do need quite a bit solo time. Im quite a home 
body on weekends and love to create engaging spaces to host the 
occasional event . You will most likely hear music playing in our 
home a large percentage of the time. I'm friendly and bubbly  most 
of the time and love a good laugh . 
 
If this sounds like your kind of jam, please get in 
contact. danyellehuc@gmail.com” 
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